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Executive Summary
There has been a signiicant rise in cybercrime for the past few years, which made cybercrime the
leading type of crime in the United Kingdom (UK Government, 2015). Vast amounts of digital
evidence are generated, and correct procedures need to be followed during the seizure stage. The
moivaion for this project emerged during the course of the needs assessment performed together
with the Police force, as part of the CARI project (Schreuders et al, 2017). The study uncovered issues
with the accuracy and level of conidence of frontline oicers to perform seizure of digital devices
from properies. A user-centred design approach was uilised in this project to develop an applicaion
which would aid frontline oicers in the seizure of digital devices.
A review of the literature surrounding forensic guidelines, current policing policies, and handling of
digital evidence was performed, which resulted in a collecion of literature sources. The approach
taken to carry out the data collecion and requirements elicitaion phase was based on a usercentred design approach. User-centred design, oten referred to as human-centred design, dates
back to the 1980’s. It is a concept that arose with the intenion of involving the end-users in the
development process from the iniial stages of the design of a product/concept intended for their
use (Abras, Maloney-Krichmar and Preece, 2004). End users were ideniied as the police oicers
who act as frontline oicers in warrant situaions and these users have been involved in the design
phases. The design of the tool has focused on the possibiliies of what the app can achieve in
collaboraion with the knowledge of the police oicers. Focus groups were conducted with police
oicers to establish sotware requirements for the Android app, to provide oicers with an easily
accessible source of reference, guidance and training related to cybercrime and digital evidence. The
oicers’ requirements included ability to assess intelligence, idenify potenial devices used in crime,
capabiliies of those devices and how they could be seized and packaged to safeguard the potenial
evidence they contained. The knowledge-base was developed based on desktop research, and semistructured interviews with experts in handling digital evidence.
The output resources for the project include a mobile based app that was designed and
implemented for the Android mobile phone operaing system. The inal prototype design kept the
applicaion as simple to use as possible, given that oicers oten have to use the applicaion while
undertaking several diferent tasks and talking to either suspects or vicims. To aid in this design
decision, the applicaion screen was divided into four disinct “tabs”. When selected, each tab
provides a view of a screen associated with a speciic type of funcionality. The four tabs shown on
the startup screen are as follows:





Devices – provides informaion about hardware devices for which informaion is available.
Internet – provides informaion about sotware applicaions for which informaion is
available.
Cases – allows the oicer to record various types of evidence related to a speciic case under
invesigaion.
Contact – provides direct phone and Internet access to the DFU and other support agencies.

The app allows the user to collect case evidence such as videos, images, audio, and Wi-Fi signal
captures. The later is not normally retrieved.
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The evaluaion was performed on a sample of 20 oicers to gather some iniial data on the impact of
using the app. The survey included the following items to be tested:
1. A SUS (System Usability Scale) survey was conducted to assess the usability of the app in the
form of a quesionnaire.
2. Each oicer was provided with a survey which depicted 15 digital devices which they had to
decide, using their knowledge only, if they would seize or not seize and how conident (on a
scale of 1 to 5) they were with their decision. The oicers were then provided with the app
and some ime to familiarise themselves with it. They then returned to the survey and, whilst
using the app, they were provided with images of 15 further digital devices and the same
quesions. The before and ater images were switched for half of the sample to remove the
impact of the image alone on the end decision.
The SUS output was interpreted based on the advice published in Bangor et al., which suggest that
products which are at least passable have scores above 70 (Bangor et al, 2008). The SUS score was
classiied as ‘acceptable’, with room for improvement. The improvement will mainly be around the
layout of the app and the polishing of the content.
Staisical tests (paired-samples t-test) were performed to assess the accuracy of device seizure as
well as the paricipants’ conidence in decision making. The result showed a staisically signiicant
mean increase for the accuracy of device seizure. There was a 10% improvement in correct seizure of
devices, which will lead to a huge imesaving for forensic analysts. The result for the paricipants’
conidence in seizing a device showed a mean increase too. The results are promising considering
sample size and impact of image alone.
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Introduction
There has been a signiicant rise in cybercrime for the past few years, which made cybercrime the
leading type of crime in the United Kingdom (UK Government, 2015). Digital evidence is a valuable
asset in any cyber-enabled or cyber-dependent crime. Law enforcement agencies must recover vast
amounts of digital evidence and their associated digital devices when dealing with cybercrime.
Therefore, the correct procedures must be followed during the collecion, preservaion and
transportaion of digital devices recovered from either the suspect or vicim of a crime (Naional
Insitute of Jusice, 2008). Most oten, seizure of digital devices are performed by irst responders
atending a scene of crime or a property, and these irst responders are usually frontline police
oicers. In cases involving speciic crimes, for example CSE (Child Sexual Exploitaion) cases, frontline
oicers are accompanied by oicers from the high tech department. The oicers have to idenify and
seize any electronic device that can contain digital evidence and will be relevant to the case.
The moivaion for this project emerged during the course of the needs assessment performed
together with the Police force, as part of the CARI project (Schreuders et al, 2017). The study
uncovered issues with seizure of digital devices by atending frontline oicers from properies, for
example recovery of incorrect type of digital devices or seizure of a disproporionate amount of
digital devices. The main issue raised was the lack of knowledge that frontline oicers had about
types of digital devices, where some oicers are not aware about remote wiping of data from
handheld devices. The objecive of this research project was to develop the awareness of frontline
oicers and help their decision making for seizure of digital devices. A user-centred design approach
was adopted to design and implement a mobile applicaion installed on standard handheld device
issued to frontline oicers. The design approach allows the paricipaion of users in the requirements
elicitaion phase and design phase of the app, by conducing focus groups and interviews. A
prototype app was designed and implemented based on the indings of the focus groups. Finally, the
usability of the app was evaluated using quesionnaires designed based on the System Usability Scale
(SUS).

Literature Review
A review of the literature surrounding forensic guidelines and current policing policies and handling
of evidence was performed, which resulted in a collecion of literature sources. One commercial
applicaion was surveyed, the Blue Lights Discovery (Blue Lights Discovery, 2017) applicaion, which is
a library of interacive training courses available on smartphones. Users of Blue Lights Discovery need
to create a proile in the app and the user is ofered a selecion of introductory training courses for
free and the rest of the more in-depth courses are payable. The main principles of management of
police informaion (MOPI) provide a balance of proporionality and necessity that are at the heart of
efecive police informaion management. The principles also highlight the issues that need to be
considered in order to comply with the law and manage the risks associated with police informaion,
which include:




Collecion
Informaion sharing
Retenion, review and disposal

The seizure of digital devices will include interacion with the devices and personal informaion of
suspects or vicims at a scene of crime or property, therefore the legislaion encompassing the
management of digital evidence and informaion was reviewed. RIPA (Regulaion of Invesigatory
Powers Act) was brought in to regulate the invesigatory powers of law enforcement and government
agencies in relaion to intercepion, acquisiion and disclosure of data relaing to communicaions
4

among other types of surveillance (RIPA, 2000). RIPA provides a framework to ensure invesigatory
techniques are used in accordance to the Human Rights Act and the European Convenion on Human
Rights (ECHR). Seizure of devices from properies has to adhere to the Authorisaion of Acion in
Respect of Property secion of the Police Act (Police Act, 1997) and the Computer Misuse Act
(Computer Misuse Act, 1990). The seizure of devices also falls under the Acquisiion and Disclosure
of Communicaions Data (Home Oice, 2015a) and the Retenion of Communicaion Data (Home
Oice, 2015b) code of pracice, which are part of RIPA.
The police forces in the UK, more speciically West Yorkshire Police (WYP), have to adhere to the
ACPO (Associaion of Chief Police Oicers) good pracice guide which was writen to ensure the
guidance of UK law enforcement personnel that may deal with digital evidence (ACPO, 2012). ACPO
was founded in 1948 and dissolved in 2015 when it was replaced by the Naional Police Chiefs’
Council (NPCC). Although ACPO has been dissolved, the good pracice guide is used in UK and other
countries and considered the best pracice guide for computer forensics (7Safe, 2015). The DFU
(Digital Forensic Unit) and the CCT (CyberCrime Team), within WYP have their own policies for
seizure of digital devices and for pursuing online invesigaions which are based on the ACPO good
pracice guide. The police staf and oicers of these departments have to follow the College of
Policing Core Skills in Mobile Phones Forensics course before working with mobile devices.

Methodology
The approach taken to carry out the data collecion phase was based on a user-centred design
approach. User-centred design, oten referred to as human-centred design, dates back to the 1980’s.
It is a concept that arose with the intenion of involving the end-users in the development process
from the iniial stages of the design of a product/concept intended for their use (Abras, MaloneyKrichmar and Preece, 2004). The way in which they are involved can difer dependent on the speciic
approach adopted, but the key element remains that the users are involved in some way. For
example, some design projects may gather iniial ‘needs’ requirements from the end-users, design a
blueprint based on these needs and evaluate this with the users in order to verify before progressing
to the implementaion phase. Other design projects may involve end-users on a deeper scale and
treat them as partners throughout the whole product development cycle. The commonality of all
approaches is that the design has emulated from the consideraion of the end users and their needs
for the process under consideraion (Goodman-Deane, Langdon and Clarkson, 2010). Whichever
process is followed, by puing the user at the centre of the process the end result will be a product
that will be it for purpose for those intended to use it (Wever, van Kuijk and Boks, 2008); ulimately a
proof of concept. In addiion, the users will feel more empowered by the process, and have a by-in to
use the end product, rather than feeling as if a product has been imposed upon them (Maguire,
2001).
According to Eason (1987) users can be categorised into three types: primary users are those who
will use the product, secondary users are those who may occasionally use the product, and teriary
users are those who may be afected by the use of the product. In order for the product to
demonstrate full success, all users must be considered, not necessarily all included, in the design
process.
This research project included design input from both primary and secondary users; as it is diicult to
ascertain which oicers may be faced with a warrant including seizure of electronic equipment; it
was felt that a wide selecion of oicers would meet those classed as primary and secondary users.
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The main principles of user/human-centred design, according to Maguire (2001) are:





Acive involvement of end users
Appropriate allocaion of deined needs to those best operated by humans and those for the
product
Iteraive design phases
Involvement of a muli-disciplinary design team

Each of these has been addressed within the development life cycle of this research project. End
users have been ideniied as the police oicers who act as frontline oicers in warrant situaions and
these users have been involved in the design phases. The design of the tool has focused on the
possibiliies of what the app can achieve in collaboraion with the knowledge of the police oicers.
The iteraions were few in number due to the ime constraint but oicers were involved as much as
was possible. The team who designed the inal app included a programmer and an experienced
oicer from the Digital Forensics Unit.
The inclusion of users in the design process is oten through the use of interviews or focus groups
(Goodman-Deane, Langdon and Clarkson, 2010). Due to constraints such as ime and access to users,
the focus group approach was adopted for the iniial stages of the project, with an end experiment
survey to help evaluate the efeciveness of the app produced. A System Usability Scale (SUS) was
designed to measure the usability of the app in terms of three broad areas: efeciveness, eiciency
and saisfacion (Brooke, 1996). The SUS consists of a quesionnaire of ten quesions with ive
response opions on a Likert scale and is used to assess the usability of sotware, websites and
applicaions.

Results
The indings from the focus groups ideniied potenial gaps in knowledge of frontline oicers in
idenifying:





Sources of digital evidence on digital devices for seizure
Correct methodology for safeguarding, packaging and coninuity of devices seized from a
scene of crime or property
Awareness of digital evidence that can be remotely wiped on devices
Perform an efecive preliminary triage at the scene for digital devices

A review of exhibits recorded on the Case Management System from DFU ideniied several issues
that were added to the list of requirements for the app:





Digital evidence not correctly ideniied
The packaging and transportaion of the digital evidence was also ideniied as source of
issue.
Memory Card Adapters being seized with no memory card present (no storage)
Bluetooth dongles being submited by oicer in the case believing them to be a lash drive

The output of the results include a prototype applicaion, which was designed and implemented
based on the indings from the focus groups held as part of the user centred design approach.
Integral to the user centred design approach is an evaluaion phase where feedback can be provided
on the product developed in terms of usability and content. This was included in the project lifecycle
6

via a quesionnaire. The evaluaion of the usability of the prototype was performed with a group of
20 oicers.
The prototype applicaion was developed for the Android mobile phone operaing system. This was
chosen based on the focus groups that ideniied that frontline oicers are currently provided with
Samsung Note 5 devices, which are based on the Android plaform. The prototype was developed
using standard industry toolsets, such as Android Developer studio. Since the target operaing system
was Android the product was developed using the Java programming language, along with XML for
coniguraion purposes.
An iniial speciicaion of the required product was developed between the research support staf
and the primary developer. The speciicaion was produced by analysing outputs generated from
focus groups conducted with oicers as part of the user-centred design. A number of iniial screen
designs were also used to idenify key funcionaliies.
The inal prototype design kept the applicaion as simple to use as possible, given that oicers oten
have to use the applicaion while undertaking several diferent tasks and talking to either suspects or
vicims. To aid in this design decision, the applicaion screen was divided into four disinct “tabs”.
When selected, each tab provides a view of a screen associated with a speciic type of funcionality.
The start-up screen shown to the user when the applicaion is irst acivated is shown in Figure 1.
From this screenshot the four selecion tabs can be seen at the top of the screen.

Figure 1 – App start-up screen (showing 4 selecion tabs)
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The four tabs shown on the start-up screen are as follows:





Devices – provides informaion about hardware devices for which informaion is available.
Internet – provides informaion about sotware applicaions for which informaion is
available.
Cases – allows the oicer to record various types of evidence related to a speciic case under
invesigaion.
Contact – provides direct phone and Internet access to the DFU and other support agencies.

An in-depth descripion of the app is provided in Appendix A, where all the funcionaliies of the four
tabs are invesigated with screenshots. The app displays detailed informaion categories for each
device, which contain:








TODO list
generic how to
Pictures of the device
Frequently asked quesions about the devices
Video guides with a total of nine bespoke guidance videos
Security issues
Addiional help

The app allows an invesigaing oicer to create cases to record informaion and various types of
evidence from a scene. The cases are stored locally on the device and can be exported; by saving in a
compressed ile or emailed to DFU. The user can view exising or add new evidence to a case (the
oicer’s device geolocaion is stored with the evidence), such as:





Enter informaion about a seized device
Capture photographic and video evidence of the scene
Record audio evidence using the phone
Detect WiFi (wireless) and Bluetooth networks details in the vicinity of the oicer’s device.
The MAC address of each device is used to display the manufacturer of the device to the
user

The app also allows the frontline oicer to get access contacts for various support groups for vicims
of crime as well as the Digital Forensics Unit (DFU) in case further informaion is needed about the
seizure of a device. All the resources (pictures, videos) used by the app are stored locally in the ile
structure and can be altered from outside the app.
The evaluaion was performed to gather some iniial data on the impact of using the app. A
convenient sample size of 20 oicers has been selected to evaluate the app. The survey included the
following items to be tested:
1. A SUS (System Usability Scale) survey was conducted to assess the usability of the app in the
form of a quesionnaire.
2. Each oicer was provided with a survey which depicted 15 digital devices which they had to
decide, using their knowledge only, if they would seize or not seize and how conident (on a
scale of 1 to 5) they were with their decision. The oicers were then provided with the app
and some ime to familiarise themselves with it. They then returned to the survey and, whilst
using the app, they were provided with images of 15 further digital devices and the same
quesions. The before and ater images were switched for half of the sample to remove the
impact of the image alone on the end decision. The accuracy of device seizure as well as the
paricipants’ conidence in decision making will be assessed respecively.
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The responses of the 20 respondents for the quesionnaire were collated and Figure 2 shows the
sorted (from Highest to lowest) mode of the scores in each of the 10 quesions, with a 5 point Likert
scale, in assessing the usability of the app. The 10 quesions are also listed in Figure 2.

Figure 2 Mode of the score in each of the 10 quesions for the usability assessment of the app

The System Usability Scale (SUS), a cost efecive and reliable tool to assess the usability of a product
ranges from 0 (negaive) to 100 (posiive) (Bangor et al., 2009). SUS is composed of ten statements
(ive negaive and ive posiive alternaively), each having a ive-point Likert scale from Strongly
Disagree to Strongly Agree. The SUS scores for all 20 paricipants, shown in Figure 3, have been
calculated by irst summing the score contribuions from each item.
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Figure 3: The overall SUS score

Response to the coninued use of the app was very posiive as demonstrated in Figure 4, which
provides some conidence in how the app was received by those who used it in the experiment.

Figure 4: Response to coninued use of the app

Such results were replicated in response to the app being easy to use, with the majority (16/20)
agreeing or strongly agreeing. Responses to quesions such as ‘was the app cumbersome to use’, ‘do
you believe most people would learn to use the app quickly’ also received very posiive and
encouraging responses with the majority disagreeing (13/20) with the former statement and
agreeing (14/20) with the later statement.
For assessing the accuracy of device seizure before and ater using the app, the results showed that
the correct seizure of the digital device increased slightly between the irst survey (59.33% correct)
and the second where they were able to use the app (67.33% correct). A paired-samples t-test was
used to show that there is a mean diference between total score for each paricipant before using
the app and ater using or familiarizing themselves with the app to decide whether they would seize
or not seize the 15 digital devices, and also how conident (on a scale of 1 to 5) with their decision
between using the app and ater using it.
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By comparing the average conidence scores for each paricipant before and ater seeing the
addiional 15 images, further t-test reveals that there is a mean increase in the paricipants’
conidence in decision making. The results are promising considering sample size and impact of
image alone.
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Appendix A
Prototype Applicaion Overview
A prototype applicaion was developed for the Android mobile phone operaing system. This was
chosen based on earlier research that ideniied that police oicers are currently provided with
Samsung Note 5 devices, which are based on the Android plaform. The prototype was developed
using standard industry toolsets, such as Android Developer studio. Since the target operaing system
was Android the product was developed using the Java programming language, along with XML for
coniguraion purposes.
An iniial speciicaion of the required product was developed between the research support staf
and the primary developer. The speciicaion was produced by analysing outputs generated from
focus groups conducted with oicers as part of the user-centred design. A number of iniial screen
designs were also used to idenify key funcionaliies.
The inal prototype design kept the applicaion as simple to use as possible, given that oicers oten
have to use the applicaion while undertaking several diferent tasks and talking to either suspects or
vicims. To aid in this design decision, the applicaion screen was divided into four disinct “tabs”.
When selected, each tab provides a view of a screen associated with a speciic type of funcionality.
The four tabs shown on the startup screen are as follows:
 Device – provides informaion about hardware devices for which informaion is available.
 Internet – provides informaion about sotware applicaions for which informaion is
available.
 Cases – allows the oicer to record various types of evidence related to a speciic case under
invesigaion.
 Contact – provides direct phone and Internet access to the DFU and other support agencies.
The startup screen shown to the user when the applicaion is irst acivated is shown in Figure 1.
From this screenshot the four selecion tabs can be seen at the top of the screen.
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Figure 1 – startup screen (showing 4 selecion tabs)
The “Devices” Screen
This screen lists the devices for which informaion is available within the applicaion. This is the
default “tab” that is opened when the applicaion is started, as shown in Figure 1. Each row of the list
contains a name, short descripion and an image of the device. Selecing the image causes a list of
other images of the same device to be displayed at diferent angles. Selecing the “i” Informaion
buton provides a longer descripion of the device within a pop-up window. Selecing the central part
of the row itself displays a new screen allowing the categories of available device informaion to be
selected by the user, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2 – device informaion categories

Selecing a category results in the display of another sub-screen that allows an oicer to drill down to
a speciic type of advice that is available for the currently selected device. An example of the type of
informaion displayed is shown in Figure 3. These show the device images, video guides, and a
generic examinaion “how to guide”.

Figure 3 – example category content
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The “Internet” Screen
This screen lists the various types of sotware applicaion for which informaion is available within
the applicaion. This screen behaves in a way consistent with the “Devices” screen, given that it exists
for exactly the same purpose. i.e. to provide informaion about an arifact that may be discovered
during an invesigaion.
The “Cases” Screen
The purpose of this screen is to provide a mechanism for an invesigaing oicer to record
informaion and various types of evidence from a scene. When irst acivated this screen provides a
chronologically ordered list of all cases recorded on this device. Selecing a case causes a new screen
to be shown, detailing the informaion about the case along with an area for adding speciic types of
evidence, as shown in igure 4.

Figure 4 – Cases screen and case detail screen.
The type of evidence that can be recorded and associated with a speciic case is as follows  Found Device – this allows an oicer to record informaion about a found hardware device.
Informaion such as the device type, locaion found and addiional notes can be input by the
user.


Sotware Applicaion – this allows an oicer to record informaion about a sotware
applicaion that may be acive while the invesigaion is underway. Informaion such as
available usernames and passwords may be stored.



Photographic Evidence – this allows the oicer to take a photograph using the phone. The
photograph is tagged as evidence and shown within the associated case detail screen as a
thumbnail.



Audio Evidence – this allows the oicer to take an audio recording using the phone. The
audio recording is shown with the other evidence and may be played back when required.



Video Evidence – this allows the oicer to take a video recording using the phone. The video
is tagged as evidence and shown within the associated case detail screen as a thumbnail.
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WiFi networks – this automaically detects any WiFi networks within the vicinity of the
invesigaion and displays informaion about the networks, including signal strength and
encrypion mechanisms supported. The MAC address of each device is used to idenify the
manufacturer of the device which is displayed to the user.



Bluetooth networks - this automaically detects any Bluetooth networks within the vicinity
of the invesigaion and displays informaion about the networks, including signal strength.

When evidence is stored the locaion at which the evidence was captured is automaically stored in
the form of longitude, laitude and level of accuracy (in metres).
The “Contact” Screen
This screen provides quick and direct access to various support groups as well as the Digital Forensics
Unit (DFU). A list is provided along with a short summary of the support or services provided. This
secion of the applicaion was provided not only to provide direct vicim support, but also to provide
addiional support to the oicer conducing an invesigaion. A user may either select the provided
web address to view the associated web-site, or select the phone icon to make a direct call to the
service. A screenshot of a secion of the contact list is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5 – Contact support list
Exporing of Case data
Since the informaion regarding speciic invesigaions is stored on the device itself, a facility is
provided that allows case informaion to be exported. This allows all informaion related to a speciic
case, including collected evidence, to be collated into a compressed ile and opionally emailed to
the digital forensics unit. As part of this data, a summary of the case informaion is produced in a csv
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formated ile that can be viewed in standard applicaions such as MS Excel. A screenshot of the
export case details screen is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 –Case details export screen

Coniguraion of Applicaion Content
The applicaion was designed and developed in such a way as to allow the content to be easily
updated. The informaion presented to the end user about hardware devices and sotware
applicaions is actually stored outside of the applicaion code itself, within a regular directory on the
target device. When the applicaion is started by the end-user it makes a scan of the informaion
directory, automaically extracts any content, and then presents this to the user within the
appropriate secion of the applicaion.
In order for this approach to work a standard set of iles and naming convenions was agreed upon
within the research team. All hardware devices and sotware applicaions to be presented to the user
must follow this simple standard format.
The name of each directory provided maps to a single device or sotware applicaion shown within
the applicaion. Within each directory a single “details.txt” ile contains a short and long descripion
of the device or sotware applicaion, as presented to the user. There are then a number of HyperText Markup Language (HTML) iles containing informaion displayed to the user via the informaion
screen, along with images of the device from various angles. As an example, the directory structure
used to populate the “USB Thumb Drive” device is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 7 – USB Thumb Drive content coniguraion directory

Technical Detail
The prototype was developed as a standard Android applicaion using the Java programming
language. The source code consisted of 43 Java classes along with 35 xml coniguraion iles. With the
source code iles totalling approximately 8,000 lines of code. The compiled distribuion package for
the applicaion is ~1GB in size. The large size is mainly due to incorporated videos.
Future Features
The developed applicaion, although complete in almost all respects, is sill in the prototype phase.
There are certain improvements that would need to be made in order to produce an applicaion
ready to be used by front-line oicers. The key improvements ideniied are described below.


Automaic updaing of content – the area of compuing forensics is fast moving, as is the
development of new hardware and sotware technology. Hence the applicaion would ideally
need a facility where its content is automaically updated periodically without the need to
re-install the core distribuion package.



Separaion of video data from distribuion package – the video iles are very large compared
to other content. Therefore the applicaion should be improved so that video iles are only
downloaded when irst accessed, and stored independently of the main applicaion. This will
mean the iniial applicaion will be very quick and easy to install.
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Encrypted exported data – the exported data should ideally be encrypted before use in the
ield. This is due to the fact that email is generally insecure and therefore transfer of sensiive
data should always be encrypted prior to transmission.



Beter cross version compaibility – the exising prototype was developed for the current
devices used by the police force. It is inevitable that in the future the devices used will
change and be updated. Hence the applicaion code should be beter developed and tested
to perform correctly across all plaforms as they become available.
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